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Every company, no matter how established, must continually reinvest and reinvent in 
order to stay fascinating. While a marketing campaign might be a short-term focus, the 
real goal is to sustain your persuasion for decades.

1. BUILD A “FASCINATION MINDSET” WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION

Remember that point about avoiding a committee mentality? Here’s where it comes in 
again. Fascination must be a goal in itself for any communication-driven organization, a 
goal that requires resources and support from the C-suite all the way through the ranks. 
Who is your Chief Fascination Officer?

Growing up in my family, earning attention wasn’t a recreational pursuit. I had to 
become my own Chief Fascination Officer. It was a matter of survival. Like any 
youngest child, I had to compete with older siblings for attention. By toddlerhood I’d 
honed numerous strategies, from the strategically-executed tantrum to the art of asking 
“Why? Why? Why?”

But then, when I turned seven, I was forced to raise my game. That year, my brother was 
accepted into Harvard, and my sister was the #1 swimmer in the world in her event… and 
went on to win three gold medals in the Olympics. The height of my achievement up to 
that point? Gold stars for fingerpainting.

It was then that I learned my first lesson in fascination: 

A competitive environment demands a more 
captivating message. 

Perhaps it won’t come as a surprise that I went into marketing. Now, 33 years later, I 
create messages for companies that must earn attention in highly competitive 
environments.

In a distracted and overwhelmed world, everything— including you, your 
communication, and your relationships— competes for connection. Without fascination 
we can’t sell products off shelves, persuade shareholders to invest, teach students to read, 
or convince our own kids to stay off drugs.
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2. CONTINUALLY EVOLVE

Ongoing fascination demands that you offer new options, solutions, and experiences. 
You have to keep re-launching it over and over, like a wave pool; if you’re not constantly 
setting off the wave, it disappears. In a culture constantly exposed to increasingly 
extreme images and ideas and lifestyles, badges that were once lunatic fringe can quite 
quickly become mainstream. (Remember when tattoos were counter-culture?) Your own 
evolution can be in the tiniest increments.

Advertising helps you stand out in a competitive environment. (Every marketer knows 
that, right?)

But as it turns out, marketers didn’t invent advertising. Flowers did.

University of Florida biology professor David Dilcher wrote, “flowering plants were the 
first advertisers in the world. They put out beautiful petals, colorful patterns, fragrances, 
and gave a reward, such as nectar or pollen, for any insect that would come and visit 
them.”

Plants offer other lessons in marketing survival. For instance, the Amazon jungle might 
look like it would be a desirable place to live, if you’re a plant. It’s lush, exotic, flourishing, 
with plenty of water. But with thirty million species in the rain forest, vegetation grows 
so thickly that each plant to must fight to gain food, protection, and even a slender ray of 
light. 

Plants act like marketing managers: developing 
unique adaptations, designing spinoff extensions, and 
seeking unconventional niches.
The more crowded an environment, the more competitive it becomes, and the harder 
each individual must work. Flowers must fascinate insects, and companies must fascinate 
customers, in order to survive. 

So what are you doing to not just keep up, but stay ahead of, the competition.
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2. EARN CREDIBILITY

Not all fascinating brands are credible. (But my guess is that you’d prefer to be 
perceived as credible, yes?) With the rise of transparency online, credibility of the “non-
expert” is becoming more trustworthy than that of the “paid-expert.”

Of all 7 fascination triggers, Trust is the hardest to earn, the easiest to lose, and the most 
valuable to hold.

Yet the Trust trigger is founded upon consistency and repetition. Brands such as Kellogg’s 
and McDonald’s have earned Trust through decades of sheer repetition. So how can a 
brand build consistency without investing hundreds of millions in marketing dollars for 
countless repeated exposures to a logo and message?

Here’s a genius little example:

On the side of a bag of microwave popcorn, where other brands might have put a big ol’ 
gaudy star that lists all the reasons why you should buy another package of that popcorn, 
Newman’s Own Organics did something that brilliantly invokes an immediate sense of 
Trust.

Here’s a picture of what they did, cut directly from the popcorn bag: 

IN CASE YOU CAN’T READ THE TEXT, HERE’S WHAT IT SAYS:

THE LOCK ON THE DOOR

The lock on the door could take a direct hit from a cannon 
ball and not snap. The “Keep Out” sign is painted freehand in 
sinister red paint. The minute you come around the corner, the 
guard dog growls and the motion detector sets off some old 
stage lights Pop’s got rigged up in the trees. Nobody, I mean 
nobody, gets into the popcorn shack without his permission. 
That is unless you know that Pop never fixed the broken pane 
on the back window and the dog sleeps inside on full moons.

Now I know it’s wrong to steal and even worse to steal from one 
of your parents, but I’m taking the Robin Hood approach on 
this one. Pinch from those who shamelessly hoard, share with 
our organic farmers and multiply this bounty for all. Anyway, 
by the time he finds out what happened, he’ll be taking all the 
credit.

Enjoy and let’s keep this secret to ourselves!

Signed, Nell
Nell Newman
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What a wonderful little story. Its cozy, familiar tone makes us feel as though we’ve had 
a personal relationship with Nell for generations. In the second half of the story, Nell 
makes us co-conspirators in her fun: “Now I know it’s wrong to steal” and “let’s keep this 
secret to ourselves.” (There, Nell Newman sprinkles in a little dash of the VICE trigger 
with with her popcorn.)

The yellowed paper, the typeface, and the handwritten signature at the bottom of the 
letter all make this feel as though it’s from a longtime friend. She’s earning our Trust.
It’s delightful to find fascination examples like this: simple, inexpensive, and endearingly 
clever.

THINK ABOUT YOUR OWN BRAND’S STORY AND PERSONALITY. 
USE YOUR EXISTING MATERIALS, SUCH AS YOU PACKAGING, TO 
TELL YOUR STORY (EVEN IF IT’S A NEW STORY) AND THEREBY 
INCREASE THIS PRECIOUS FORM OF FASCINATION. 

4. INVEST IN RELATIONSHIPS

How can you back up your commitment to relationships? Can you back it up with your 
policies in untraditional ways? 

Here’s an example from outside the insurance industry:

Sears offered a first guarantee of its kind: For any tool bearing the Craftsman name, the 
guarantee wasn’t one year, five years, or ten years as other competitors offered; it was a 
lifetime replacement guarantee. This promise reached out to the edge of the bell curve, 
becoming a powerful badge, and sustaining long-term relationships with consumers.
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5. TEACH CUSTOMERS HOW TO SHARE THEIR FASCINATION

Give people tools to talk about you. 
Create a community of people who talk about you all the time, adding to your social 
currency, keeping top of mind awareness, and continually carving a bigger place 
in their hearts and minds. Give people ways to help spread the love. The more 
connections you make, the more opportunities you have to fascinate more people, 
and thereby to expand your sphere of fascination.

In the time it takes you to read this, fourteen new social platforms, six new social 
monitoring tools and thirty-eight new check in services will launch. Maybe only 
thirty-seven. My point is that the media landscape, particularly the social media 
landscape, is always changing. It really is all about the tools and how you can use 
them. So rather than give you a few suggestion about what to do in order to help 
your customers share their fascination, I’m going to list 7 common mistakes of social 
media wimps. 

In other words, steer clear of this list:

FEAR OF CRITICISM

Hey, it’s easy to censor yourself. But resist the urge to play it too safe. Playing it safe 
on social media is like trying to make a splashy cannonball in a swimming pool 
without getting wet. Seriously, it makes no sense. The whole point is to put yourself 
out there so that you spark attention and earn relationships.

SERVING OVERCOOKED WHITE RICE

Are your updates so watered-down and bland that nobody wants to read them? 
Blecchy. Yuck. Social media is your opportunity to get spicy— to reveal quirky 
opinions, flaunt your offbeat history, and highlight your unexpected experiences. If 
you’d rather avoid these things, well, to be honest, you’re probably better off putting 
your marketing efforts into a traditional paid media strategy such as billboards or 
radio.
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OVERSHARING

Really, it’s great that you just ate leftover fish tacos for lunch. Awesome. But if 
you’re trying to reinforce relationships with customers and acquire new ones, is this 
culinary repeat really the message you want associated with you? No? Then find a 
message that works hard on your behalf, by reinforcing your personal brand. While 
it’s fine to give us a few glimpses into your personal life, remember why you’re in 
social media in the first place. 

Give a really clear idea of who you are for 
your customer, and why you matter.

MAKING IT ALL ABOUT YOU

Yes, you can use social media to sell. Absolutely. But don’t do it in an obnoxious or 
consistently blatant way. Otherwise, you’re building your ego, not your relationships. 
The whole point of posting, tweeting, and blogging is to get people revved up and 
raring to participate with you.

CONSTANTLY REGURGITATING OTHER 
PEOPLE’S CONTENT 

Don’t rely only on repeating and retweeting other people’s content. That’s a crutch, 
one that stops you from developing your own unique point of view. (That said, if you 
occasionally read a genius insight from a colleague, or see a startling piece of news, 
bring it on— we want to know about it. Especially if you add your own dash of spicy 
insight.)

ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

It’s called “social media” for a reason: it’s social. Don’t lurk in the corner. Express the 
full spectrum of human communication: Talking, playing, teasing, praising, asking, 
flirting, speculating— and on occasion, even critiquing or condemning, when it’s 
appropriate to take a strong stand.
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TRYING TO BE ALL THINGS TO ALL PEOPLE

If you are all things to all people, you mean nothing to anyone. Establish a point 
of view, and then deliver on it, backed of your inimitable experience, attitude, and 
knowledge— and charisma.

6. KEEP IT REAL

Don’t fake it. True fascination is not hype; it builds upon natural, innate strengths. 
Whether you’re a business owner, or a lone employee running an office, or a priest 
leading a parish, the purpose of fascination is to communicate in a way that more 
effectively serves your mission goals. 

You can’t fascinate from inside an ivory tower.
Remember the situation Toyota found themselves in a couple years ago? Remember 
how fiercely they tried to protect their brand and only later came to the realization 
that they needed to open beyond the degree to which they were legally responsible?

That fiasco not only cost the company money, it cost their loyal customers money, 
too. In the wake of the negative news about Toyota, those people who traded their 
cars in actually got 6% less than the notoriously high Toyota trade in standard. In 
the end, the situation cost Toyota billions of dollars in recall expenses and company 
value. 

The question is, have they regained their stature? Do you still think about the 
Toyota from two years ago or do have moved on? Do you think their entire 
consumer base has? How much of the problem could have been avoided if Toyota 
executives had been more transparent from the beginning - after all, they built their 
reputation on TRUST.
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FASCINATION REQUIRES COURAGE, FOCUS, AND A 
WILLINGNESS TO EXPERIMENT. DON’T LET IT GET 
TOO PRECIOUS. DON’T PRESERVE IT LIKE A CHINA 
HEIRLOOM.

Fascination thrives when you let it out to stretch its legs, to exercise it at every 
possible moment, to explore on adventures. Give it room to fail. Let it get dirt under 
its fingernails. Let it live and breathe.

Only when you identify and embrace your 
Fascination Advantage can you, and everything 
you stand for, captivate the world.

Being fascinating over the long term starts with discovering what it is that makes you 
fascinating in the first place. Do that now.



Discover what makes you fascinating

email
Hello@HowToFascinate.com

amazon
Fascinate: Your 7 Triggers to 
Persuasion and Captivation

twitter
@SallyHogshead

@HowToFascinate

linkeDin
SallyHogshead

facebook
Facebook.com/HowToFascinate

youtube
Youtube.com/SallyHogshead

sally's websites
SallyHogshead.com

Hog Blog

social meDia connections
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